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About This Game

What if someone knew your mind better than you did?

The Swapper is an award-winning, narrative driven puzzle game set in the furthest reaches of space.

The Swapper takes place in an isolated and atmospheric sci-fi world. Players wield an experimental device which allows them to
create clones of themselves, swapping their entire consciousness into new bodies to overcome the challenges of the

environment.

Key Features:

Think: Fiendishly designed puzzles with equally clever solutions that are never more than a few steps away.

Wonder: The art in The Swapper is constructed using clay models and everyday materials, which combine to create truly
unique visuals in a detailed and atmospheric environment.

Discover: A powerful and thoughtful story, told through the game's environment with narrative design from Tom Jubert,
the writer behind hits including Driver: San Francisco and Faster Than Light.
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Title: The Swapper
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Olli Harjola, Otto Hantula, Tom Jubert, Carlo Castellano
Publisher:
Facepalm Games
Release Date: 30 May, 2013
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This is a great puzzle game also has its unique ending.. also cursor problem.... Nice puzzle game. Challenging and different.
However, it is not for those with no patience. This game has puzzles that really rack your brain. Graphics are pretty decent for
an indie. The game's storyline however, its a little messy at the start. Overall, for its price, its alright. I'd give this a 7\/10 overall
taking into account the graphics, gameplay, selling price, storyline, controls and sound effects.. Loved the story and the puzzle
mechanics, highly enjoyable. Hi
I cannot play the game because in the menu, everytime I wan't to moove my mouse, it "Teleports" it back to its original place, so
I cannot click on "begin". Please help me. Do you like atmospheric storytelling with great soundtrack?
Do you like smart puzzles and great game mechanics like the portal?
then this game is a must buy! the puzzles are absolutely well made and the level design is great!. I haven't had this long enough
to do a proper review, but I wanted to let people having trouble with the cursor know that if you right click this game in your
library, choose Properties, click the BETAS tab, and opt in to the compatibility beta, it may help you out. It worked for me..
Hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmn it would be really great to play this game but the cursor issue is a slight major
problem. Very nice puzzle game, with quite moody enviroment.

My mouse problem was easily solvable so ther goes that.

I highly recommend
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Well, this is an atmospheric puzzle-platformer. Some exploration too.
Not a long game, but with an interesting sci-fi story revealing itself along the way.

From an artist POV it's very well made with a lot of investment on graphics and environment.
Attention to details and puzzle design are also good, but too few puzzles IMHO.
The puzzles are mostly solvable, but some are quite hard.
I'm not going to explain the mechanics of the game, as they are explained in countless reviews and descriptions.

Other main features are a map you can check to orient yourself, 10 secret locations to find if you're the explorer type, and you
get to choose your ending... :)

So - as an art piece, it shines. As a puzzle game, it is decent.
All in all I enjoyed it and recommend it to people who like stories and puzzles mixing into a 5-10 hours experience.
Oh, forgot the metaphisics talking space rocks!!. This game atmosphere is outta space.. My cursor won't moving *refunded*.
It's okay. Way too overrated, tho.

Glad it was only $2.... I love this puzzle game. If you have some cursor issues just go to this link 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/231160\/discussions\/0\/1488866180610435112\/. Cursor issue won't let me play the
game. Searched for solutions and it said to change the beta around, wouldn't let it change me around and game isnt working still.
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